Elegance

Meets Affordability

A Premier Partnership

Brings Wholesale Diamonds
to Isaac Jewelers

B

eautiful diamond jewelry is
a gift that speaks volumes
to its recipient. Since its
inception in 2003, Isaac
Jewelers’ custom designs have been
helping to make each heartfelt sentiment
unique, each special occasion a little more
special. And now, thanks to a dynamic new
partnership with Carat Smart™, one of the
world’s top diamond wholesale companies,
clients are able to fully personalize their jewelry from beginning to end – at a price that’s
as lovely as the finished product.
With an unbelievable selection of over
one thousand loose diamonds in stock
at Isaac Jewelers, you can select the gem
that’s exactly what you’ve been envisioning. You’ll find flawless specimens ranging
in size from ¼ carat up to a breathtaking
10 carats, in all shapes, colors, and qualities, GIA- and EGL-certified. Each brilliant,
exceptional, high grade diamond is just
waiting to become the sparkling centerpiece in a wearable work of art.
If you think that such remarkable jewelry
has to come at an exorbitant cost, think

again. Isaac Jewelers is already renowned
throughout the Valley and beyond for providing exquisite, heirloom-quality jewelry
at a price well below that of its competitors. But because of its powerful pairing
with Carat Smart™, Isaac is able to offer
diamonds at an even better price – a cost
that’s 30 to 40 percent below any retailer,
and 10 to 15 percent below any diamond
wholesale website. This is great news for
the consumer: even in the face of a faltering economy, you don’t have to sacrifice
quality or settle for something less than
perfect. With such a vast assortment of
premium diamonds, there’s one to suit every taste and budget.
And if you’re overwhelmed by the selection,
there’s no need to choose blindly. Isaac Jewelers employs a staff of certified diamontologists: knowledgeable, highly-trained
professionals who specialize in diamonds.
They’re always available and happy to assist you in the decision-making process,
offering their expertise and ensuring that
you’re fully educated before you buy.
Isaac Jewelers’ dedication to its clientele
is unparalleled, and the staff is commit-

ted to making each customer’s experience pleasant and personal, no matter if
you’re buying or simply browsing.
Whether you choose a completely customized piece or a stunning setting from one of
your favorite designers, Isaac Jewelers can
guarantee that you’ll have your showpiece
in no time. Pick your stone and a setting
from premiere artists such as Tacori, Tycoon,
Cornelis Hollander, Siera, Ritani, Precision
Set, Claude Thibaudeau, and many more –
and it can be set and ready-to-wear on the
spot. Or work with Isaac’s talented staff to
craft a custom design that will be complete,
from A to Z, in just two weeks. Either way,
you’ll have a head-turning creation at an
equally attractive price.
Visit Isaac Jewelers’ exclusive Scottsdale
Waterfront location to select from our stock
of extraordinary diamonds – and discover
for yourself just how affordable quality,
elegance, and luxury can be.
7135 East Camelback Road, Suite #135
(480) 292-8866
www.isaacjewelers.com

